The following are pictures from the week ending in 10.8.21 in regards to the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Center (DEI)/Student Government Room Renovations Project. This project is closing in on being half-way completed. Next week more metal furring will be installed. In addition the plumbing contractor will be out on site to start some rough-in work needed, and the electricians will continue their efforts to finish all the prep work needed to schedule another inspection. A lot of finish items have been ordered, however even with the projected long lead times this project should still wrap up in December as planned. Right now the last piece from a timing aspect to fall into place is the window and door frames. The color for these items was confirmed so that they match existing systems in the south end of the building.

The top-right photo shows the now completed metal furring on the north wall of the future Student Government Room. This wall will receive new wallboard, and will help conceal some of the new electrical infrastructure that was installed in this area.

The top-left photo shows similar work that is happening in the DEI Center.

The bottom-left photo highlights the progress of the installation of the electrical infrastructure at the Student Government Room Office. Once all of this work is complete wallboard can be installed and finished on both sides of the wall.